PRESS INFORMATION

KEUCO shower shelves
For the perfect blend between storage space and design
The days when the whole family used to share the same shampoo are over. Today there is a
need for more space for care products – but a tidy shower that is attractive to look at is desirable,
too. The new KEUCO shower shelves offer both, and take a refreshing new look at the topic of
storage space. They offer a lot of space, but with their popular white or grey-black, powder-coated
aluminium finishes, they also add a stylish design to the shower. In addition to two wall-mounted
models there is also a shower shelf that can be hung on the glass screen. On top of the standard
widths, shower shelves with widths even up to one metre are available. So there is space for
absolutely all of the care products.
New at KEUCO: Now it is easy to reliably fasten shower shelves to the wall with a matching twocomponent adhesive, but with no drilling required. Once the wall brackets are glued or screwed to
the wall, the shower shelves are simply mounted, so they can also be easily removed again the
same way for cleaning.
The modern, rectilinear design matches virtually any style of furnishings, so KEUCO shower
shelves are suitable for universal use. Care products are hidden behind the high front, so the
shower always has a clean and tidy appearance.
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If more space is required, the wall-mounted shower shelves with an enclosed front are also
available in larger sizes. In steps of 10 mm the length can be increased up to one metre to suit
your needs.
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All smooth surfaces, such as tiles or shower walls made of glass or plastic are suitable for
permanent adhesion.
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No matter which design, either a closed or semi-open front, the shower shelf guarantees to look
tidy. At the same time, large shampoo bottles are secured against falling off the shelf.
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With a width of 350 mm, KEUCO shower shelves provide lots of room for several care products.
All versions include a practical feature: Two notches on the sides of the shelf can be used to hang
up shower utensils.
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About KEUCO
KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG is an internationally active, full provider of premium bathroom
furnishings. Originally a market leader for bathroom accessories, today KEUCO offers a large
collection of fittings, accessories, mirror cabinets and bathroom furniture “Made in Germany”. Now
run by the third generation, since its founding in 1953 the family business has had its
headquarters in Hemer in Westphalia. Further production sites are situated in Gütersloh and
Bünde.
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